
【Home Router Plan 5G】＜Eligible model＞Speed Wi-Fi HOME 5G L13/Speed Wi-Fi HOME 5G L12/Speed Wi-Fi HOME 5G L11 ※This plan is available exclusively for Wi-Fi 
routers (5G). ※Purchase of an eligible model is required, together with signing up for the Home Router Plan 5G. ※au Smart Value mine and au Smart Value (Router Discount) are 
not applicable. ※This plan is available only for the address registered in your contract. ※If you are moving to a new address, you will need to complete the necessary procedures. 
※The full price will be billed for cancellations during the middle of a month. ※To change WiMAX 2+ router plans and Router Plan Flat 80 (5G) to this plan, please visit an au Shop or 
contact the Customer Support Center. 【Restrictions on data communication speed】※If you use large amounts of data over a certain period, your communication speed may be 
limited during traffic congestion. This applies even if you have subscribed to Extra Option. ※If your data usage fees become considerably high, your line may be temporarily 
suspended. ※If the network in your areas is congested, communication speed may slow down. ※If the network is continuously congested, communication speed may be limited to 
maintain steady service until the situation improves. 【Common points of note】※Fees separately apply such as for usage, for universal service, and call relay service.

Network availability by mode To find out which areas are available for use in each mode, visit the au website.

Usage fee

★: 800 MHz is not supported. ※Different from au smartphone areas. ＊: If monthly data usage exceeds 30 GB, the communication speed will be reduced to 128 kbps 
maximum until the end of the month. (Not applicable when Standard Mode is used. This also does not apply if you signed up for Extra Option. Communication speed restrictions 
will end on the first day of the following month.) ※If you use large amounts of data over a certain period, your communication speed may be limited during traffic congestion.

Home Router Plan 5G

Standard Mode★ (Default setting)

UnlimitedMonthly data allowance Restrictions apply
(30 GB/month)

To find out which areas are covered,
see the area map.Serviced areas Available in more areas than Standard Mode.

To find out which areas are covered, see the area map.

Networks available

Plus Area Mode

＊

au 5G/au 4G LTE/WiMAX 2+

※The information on this flyer is current as of January 2024.
○Wi-Fi is a registered trademark of Wi-Fi Alliance.

When using Standard Mode
Unlimited monthly data allowance!

No construction
needed!
Easy Wi-Fi connection at home

Just plug into an outlet

Home Router 5G
※If you use large amounts of data over a 
certain period, your communication speed 
may be limited during traffic congestion.※The images are for illustrational purposes only.

※5G is available in limited areas. For details, visit the au website. ※Eligible even for a 5G SA contracts. 5G SA is available in limited areas.

【5G Router Discount】＜Discount＞Discount of 550 yen/month for 13 months ＜Conditions＞Subscribe to Home Router Plan 5G ※This discount is applicable only 
once per line. ※If the original price before the discount is lower than the actual discounted price, the original price will be the upper limit charged. ※If you switch to another plan 
while the discount is applied, the discount will end in the month in which you have signed up for another plan. ※Contracts where you brought your own device are not eligible.

※If you subscribe to this plan, some discounts that are currently applied may be terminated.
◎Network provider usage fee is included (5G NET for DATA (550 yen/month including tax)).

4,620 yen/month4,200yen/month13 months
(excluding tax)

When the 5G Router 
Discount is applied

5,170 yen/month

Usage Fees
Requirement

5G Router Discount

-550 yen/month13 months

KDDI Corporation/
Okinawa Cellular Telephone Company


